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Abstract 
 
Information about the unoccupied states is crucial to both fundamental and applied 
physics of organic semiconductors. However, there were no available experimental 
methods that meet the requirement of such research. In this review, we describe a new 
experimental method to examine the unoccupied states, called low-energy inverse 
photoemission spectroscopy (LEIPS).  An electron having the kinetic energy lower than 
the damage threshold of organic molecules is introduced to a sample film, and an 
emitted photon in the near-ultraviolet range is detected with high resolution and 
sensitivity.  Unlike the previous inverse photoemission spectroscopy, the sample 
damage is negligible and the overall resolution is a factor of two improved to 0.25 eV.  
Using LEIPS, electron affinity of organic semiconductor can be determined with the 
same precision as photoemission spectroscopy for ionization energy.  The instruments 
including an electron source and photon detectors as well as application to organic 
semiconductors are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Both holes and electrons play a crucial role in electronic properties of organic 
semiconductors.  Thus it is equally important to investigate the occupied and 
unoccupied states of organic solids.  The occupied states have been extensively studied 
using photoemission spectroscopy (PES).  PES is a surface sensitive technique and can 
be applied to organic thin films to examine the density of occupied states with reference 
to the Fermi and vacuum levels.  A momentum resolved (k-resolution) measurement is 
also possible by measuring the dependencies of the energy of excitation photons or angle 
of emitted electron.  Taking advantage of these properties of UPS, interface energy 
level alignments [1, 2], energy band dispersion[3], and molecular orientation 
dependence of ionization energy [4] have been reported so far. 
 
In contrast, little is known about the unoccupied states because of limitation of 
experimental technique available.  Several methods have been used for the unoccupied 
states of organic materials, such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy, combination of 
ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy and PES, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) and inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES)[5,6].   In principle, 
IPES is complementary to PES for occupied states and is only capable of quantitatively 
analyzing unoccupied states of solid samples with surface sensitivity and k-resolution.   
 
Figure 1 shows the principle of IPES.  An electron having a kinetic energy Ek is 

introduced to a sample surface and a photon with energy h emitting as a result of the 
radiative transition to an unoccupied state is detected. The electron binding energy Eb is 

determined based on the energy conservation, Eb = h  Ek. The IPES spectrum is 
measured either by sweeping an electron kinetic energy Ek with detecting photons at a 

fixed energy h, called the isochromat mode, or by analyzing the photon energy h at a 
constant electron kinetic energy Ek, called the tunable photon energy (TPE) mode. 
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IPES was first applied to organic materials in 1980s [7-11].  Molecules adsorbed on 
single crystalline surfaces of metals were observed and the unoccupied molecular 
orbitals were identified by comparing with the molecular orbital calculations.  Larger 
number of research groups started IPES around 2000 in connection with the 
fundamental and applied studies toward organic electronics [12-17].    However, the 
obtained results from IPES were disappointing.  Organic samples were found to be 
easily degraded by the electron bombardment [18, 19] and the energy resolution was as 
high as 0.5 eV that is substantially lower than PES [20].  In Figure 2a compares the 
first and second scans of the IPES spectra of hexatriacontane (n-C36H74) at the incident 
electron density of 1.1 x 10-3 A m-2. [18]  The peak at 2.5 eV in the first scan shifts to 4 
eV in the second scan demonstrating that the sample is seriously damaged by the 
electron bombardment during the measurement.  Figure 2b shows the combined UPS 
[21] and IPES [22] spectra (the energy resolution is 0.8 eV) of copper phthalocyanine 
(CuPc) .  Apparently, the onset region is not clear in the IPES spectrum owing to the 
low energy resolution. 
 
The difficulties of IPES originate from the inherently low signal intensity.  The cross 
section of IPES is 3 or 5 orders magnitude smaller than that of PES [23].  In order to 
gain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, an intense electron beam is introduced to a sample 
resulting in the sample damage. The photon is analyzed with a specially designed 
detector which is optimized to gain high sensitivity and lose the energy resolution.[24]  

Fig. 1: Principle of inverse photoemission spectroscopy.  a) Electron kinetic energy Ek 

is scanned with detecting photons at a fixed energy h (isochormat mode). b) Electron 
kinetic energy Ek is fixed and photons with various energies are analyzed using a 
spectrometer (TPE mode).  
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Recently, we have developed low-energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy (LEIPS) 
[25].  This new technique have solved the issues of the previous IPES simultaneously 
by using electron beam having the kinetic energy lower than the damage threshold of 
organic materials.  In this review, we present the principle, instruments, performance 
of LEIPS followed by several applications to the organic semiconductors. 
 

 

 
 

2. Basic idea of low-energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy 
 
IPES was first pursued in the X-ray range since 1940s (see Ref[26]).  Studies of IPES in 
the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range started with the introduction of the bandpass 
photon detector using the Geiger-Müller tube and optical filter in 1970s [24, 27].  The 
iodine gas-filled Geiger- Müller serves as the high pass filter with the sensitivity beyond 
9.2 eV and the optical filter of CaF2 as low pass filter with the cut-off energy of 10 eV 
making a bandpass sensitivity centered at 9.7 eV with the half-width at maximum 
(FWHM) of 0.7 eV. This VUV photon detector has high quantum efficiency and large 
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Fig. 2: Spectra of the previous IPES (VUV-IPES) demonstrating that a) organic 
samples are damaged during the first scan,[18] and b) the energy resolution is 
substantially lower than that of ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS). [22] 
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solid angle of the photon collection as well as is easy to construct.  This work 
established IPES as a standard spectroscopic technique for surface science.  Here, we 
call this experimental method as VUV-IPES.  The energy resolution has been improved 
by changing the filled gases and the optical filters [28-34].  The Geiger-Müller tube was 
replaced with a solid state detector to improve the stability of operation [35-37]. Most of 
the IPES studies of organic materials have been conducted using the bandpass detector 
so as to minimize the sample damage. The disadvantage is low-flexibility of bandpass 
property because the bandpass sensitivity is obtained by the combination of the 
photon-sensitive and filter materials.  The center of the passband is always around 10 
eV, and the energy resolution is as high as 0.5 eV for a practical sensitivity.   
 
For the analysis of photons in the VUV range, spectrometers have been also used [38-46].  
However, these spectrometers were low in the photon detection efficiency because of the 
low reflectivity of gratings in the VUV range and the small solid angel of photon 
collection.  The application to organic materials was thus limited to the highly durable 
molecules such as fullerenes [47, 48]. 
 
Since the electron affinity of organic semiconductors mostly falls in the range between 2 
and 5 eV [49, 50], the energy of incident electron ranges between 5 and 15 eV when the 
VUV photons are detected by the bandpass photon detector.  The electron beam in this 
energy range causes serious damage to organic samples.  The damage threshold of 
organic materials is reported to about 5 eV [51] which corresponds to the energy of 
covalent bonds of organic molecules.  If the energy of electron is lowered below 5 eV, the 
sample damage is expected to be reduced.  In this case, the photon energy is estimated 
to be less than 5 eV, i.e, the near ultraviolet range (NUV).  Basically, the NUV photons 
can be analyzed easier than the VUV photons leading to the higher resolution and 
sensitivity. The two issues of previous VUV-IPES can, therefore, be solved 
simultaneously by lowering the electron energy. 

 
 

3. Instruments 
 
Based on the idea described above, we have developed instruments consisting of an 
electron source and a photon detector.  In this section, the performance of LEIPS is also 
demonstrated focusing on the sample damage and energy resolution. 
 
3-1 Electron source 
For the low-energy electron source, we used an electron gun originally designed by 
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Erdman and Zipf [52] after modifications (Figure 3a).  In order to decrease the thermal 
spread of electron energy, the tungsten filament was replaced with the barium oxide 
(BaO) cathode.  This cathode operates at about 1100 K and the thermal spread of 
electron is estimated to about 0.25 eV. 
 
According to the original literature, this electron gun generates a parallel electron beam 
while we need to optimize the spot size of electron beam on the sample.   The photons 
from the sample are focused into the photon detector using a lens as mentioned later.  
The spot size of the electron on the sample determines the object size of the optical 
system while the image size is determined by diameter of a bandpass filter or width of 
the entrance slit of a spectrometer.  Considering the efficient focusing of the photons 
into the photon detector, the small spot size is preferable.  On the other hand, low 
electron density is desirable to eliminate charging of and damage to the organic 
samples.  
 
We found the spot size of electron beam can be adjusted by varying the electrostatic 

potential of the last electrode (denoted D in Figure 3).  The beam diameter was 
examined at 20 mm downstream from the exit aperture of the electron gun using a 
phosphor screen.  The results are shown in Figure 3b.  In the original design, the 
potential of the electrode D is 4 times of the beam energy V0. By increasing the potential 
up to VD=6 V0, the beam diameter was focused to smaller than 0.5 mm.  In the practical 
experiment, we chose the spot size of between 1 and 2 mm. 
 
A electron gun designed by Stoffel and Johnson [53] can also be used. This electron gun 
comprised of a dynode for electron extraction and a retarding three-element-lens. The 
latter electrostatic lens possesses the focusing property.  However, we found that this 
electron gun generates slightly higher background photons in the visible and 
near-ultraviolet range than the Erdman-Zipf type gun.  The stray photons are probably 
generated at the anode electrode hit by stray electrons; the anode potential is higher in 
the Stoffel-Johnson electron gun (6V0 ) than in the Erdman-Zipf electron gun (0.6-0.8 
V0). 
 
The energy spread of electrons was measured as the first derivative of the sample 

current with respect to the electron kinetic energy as shown in Figure 3 (panels c and d).  
The width in a full width at a half maximum, FWHM, was 0.23 eV which is in a good 
agreement with the value predicted from the cathode temperature. 
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3.2 Photon detector 
In contrast to the VUV photons, various optics are available for the NUV photons such 
as lenses and windows of quartz, aluminum-coated mirrors and gratings, 
photomultipliers.  Further, the NUV light is not absorbed by oxygen and can be 
handled in air. These facilitate design and construction of the photon detectors. 
 
For the selection of the NUV photons, an interference bandpass filter which consists of 
multilayers of dielectric materials having different refractive indices. Thus the 
bandpass property can be tuned with higher freedom than the VUV bandpass detector 
used for VUV-IPES.  The FWHM of passband is as narrow as 0.05 eV, and the center 
energy can be varied from NUV (typically 250 nm) to near infrared range.  The 
transmittance in the passband is more than 65% in the NUV range and 80% in the 
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Fig. 3: a) Schematic diagram of Erdman-Zipf electron gun. b) The beam diameter at 20 
mm downstream from the exit aperture E as a function of ratio between the potential 
VD of electrode D and the beam energy Vo.  The solid line is a guide to the eyes. 
Note that VD=4Vo is recommended in the original literature. (c)  The sample current 
on the polycrystalline Ag thin film as a function of electron kinetic energy.  (d) The 
first derivative of the sample current showing the energy spread of the electron beam. 
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visible range.  Combining the bandpass filter with a photomultiplier having a low dark 
current, photons can be detected with high resolution and sensitivity for LEIPS. 
 
An apparatus based on the bandpass filter is shown in Figure 4a [54].  Using this setup, 
the LEIPS spectrum of a CuPc film was measured as shown in Figure 5a.  The spectral 
line shape does not vary depending on the photon energy [25].  This observation 
confirms that the spectrum is not affected by the initial state and reflects the density of 
unoccupied states of the CuPc film. 
 
There are many commercially available spectrometers in the visible and NUV range.  
We demonstrate that these instruments can be used for the analysis of photons in 
LEIPS measurement [55].  In Figure 4b, the LEIPS setup using a Czerny-Turner 
spectrometer is compared with the VUV-IPES apparatus using the spectrometer (Figure 
4c).  In the VUV range, the concave or toroidal grating is used in order to avoid 
low-reflectivity mirrors.  The photon detection should be made in the vacuum.  Thus 
the instrument is specially designed and built in the vacuum.  In contrast, the LEIPS 
apparatus shown in Figure 4b consists of a commercial spectrometer and optics, and the 
photon detection system is built in air.  The tuning and maintenance is much easier. 
 
Figure 5b shows the spectrum of CuPc taken at a fixed photon energy of 4.13 eV (300 
nm) in the isochromat mode.  The spectrum is similar to that measured using the 
bandpass filter.  Since the collection efficiency of the photon and the transmittance of 
the monochrometer (40%) were low, however, the measurement for the entire spectral 
range took 11 hours.  This can be compensated by detecting the energy-dispersed 
photons simultaneously by a CCD detector.  Such a spectrum taken with the photon 
energy ranging between 250 and 370 nm at the fixed electron energy of 0.97 eV in the 
TPE mode is shown in Figure 5c.  The duration required for the sufficient 
signal-to-noise ratio was reduced to 2 hours. 
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3.3 Performance of LEIPS 
 In order to assess the sample damage by the electron bombardment, we measured the 
CuPc film repeatedly and examined change of the spectra.  Figure 6a shows the spectra 
taken under typical condition of LEIPS, i.e. the electron energy was scanned from 0 to 4 
eV.  No discernible spectral change was observed even after the 14 hours of continuous 
spectral scans showing that the CuPc film was not damaged.  On the other hand, the 
spectral line shape apparently changes only after 10 min of the electron bombardment 
at 10 eV which is similar condition as the VUV-IPES.  CuPc is known as among the 
most durable organic materials [56].  Other organic molecules are expected to be 
damaged more easily during the measurement of VUV-IPES. 
 
The overall energy resolution is estimated from the width of the image potential state of 
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface.  Since the width of the image 
potential state is smaller than the energy resolution of the LEIPS apparatus, the 
observed width gives a good estimate of the overall resolution.  Figure 7 shows the 
LEIPS spectra of image potential state measured using bandpass filters with different 
transmission properties which are shown by the shaded areas.    When the bandpass 
filter having the FWHM of 0.21 eV (panel a) is used, the overall energy resolution is 0.34 
eV in FWHM while it is improved to 0.25 eV for the bandpass filter with the FWHM of 
0.05 eV (panel b).  The overall resolution of IPES is expressed by the convolution of the 
sensitivity curve of photon detector and the energy distribution of incident electrons.  
Since the energy spread of incident electron is about 0.23 eV, the overall resolutions are 
in excellent agreement with the prediction confirming the apparatus works correctly. 

Fig 4: Schematic diagrams of the LEIPS apparatus where photons are analyzed using 
a) a bandpass filter [54] and b) a spectrometer with the Czerny-Turner configuration 
[55].  c) The earlier IPES apparatus using the spectrometer shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 5: LEIPS spectra of CuPc measured using a) the bandpass filter (center energy 
4.38 eV with the FWHM of  0.21 eV) [25], b) the Czerny-Turner spectrometer at the 
fixed photon energy of 4.13 eV in the isochromat mode, [55] and c) the Czerny-Turner 
spectrograph observing the wavelength range between 250 and 370 nm at the fixed 
electron energy of 0.97 eV in the TPE mode. [55] In the TPE mode, the sensitivity of 
the photon detector is not calibrated and may depend on the photon energy casing the 
distortion of the peak shape. 
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Figure 6: Time dependence of LEIPS spectra showing the radiation damage of a CuPc 
film [25].  (a)  The spectra taken under typical experimental conditions of LEIPS. (b) 

Spectra taken after electron irradiations of 10 eV in kinetic energy with 1.4 A in 
current.  This condition represents a usual VUV-IPES measurement. 

Figure 7: The LEIPS spectra of the image potential state regions of HOPG (solid line) 
together with the transmittance curve of the bandpass filter used for the 
measurement (shaded area) [57].  The transmittance of the bandfilters are (a) at the 
center energy of 4.38 eV with the FWHM of 0.21 eV and (b) the center energy of 4.67 
eV with the FWHM 0.05 eV. 
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4. Examples of LEIPS 
4.1 Precise determination of electron affinities 
Figure 8a shows LEIPS spectra of a 15 nm-thick perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic 

dianhydride (PTCDA) film at various photon energies h. The abscissa is the kinetic 
energy of electron Ek the origin of which is taken at the maximum of the first derivative 
of the sample current (see Figure 3d).   The onset energy Ek is determined as the 
crossing point of the two straight lines fitted to onset region of the LUMO-derived peak 
and the baseline.  The electron affinity A is the onset energy with respect to the 

vacuum level and calculated by A=h – Ek.   
 
In order to reduce the systematic error, we use the following procedure [25]: The Ek 

values are plotted against h as shown in Figure 8b, and the data are fitted to a linear 
relation with a slope of unity, Eb=h – Ek. The electron affinity A is derived by 
extrapolating Ek to zero (or similarly, h to zero but the sign is opposite).  In PTCDA, A 
is determined to be 4.11 eV. 

 
 

 
Using this procedure, we have determined the electron affinities of typical organic 
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Figure 8: a) LEIPS spectra of a 15 nm-thick PTCDA film at photon energies indicated 
in the panel.  The film was prepared on an ITO glass by vacuum deposition.  b) The 
onset kinetic energy of the LUMO-derived peak is plotted against the photon energy 
to determine the electron affinity.  
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semiconductors, tris(4-carbazoyl-9-ylphenyl)amine (TCTA), 
4,4'-bis(carbazol-9-yl)biphenyl (CBP), 8-hydroxyquinolinolato-lithium (Liq), 
tris(2-phenylpyridinato)iridium(III)  (Ir(ppy)3), 
(2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline ） (BCP), 

tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum (Alq3), 
1,2,3,5-tetrakis(carbazol-9-yl)-4,6-dicyanobenzene (4CzIPN) [58], pentacene [59, 60], 
CuPc [25], C60, C70, [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester(PC61BM), 
[6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester(PC71BM), [6,6]-diphenyl-C62-bis(butyric acid 
methyl ester)(bis-PCBM), indene-C60 bisadduct (ICBA)[61, 62], P(NDI2OD-T2), and 
PDI-CN2[63].  The electron affinities are compiled in Table 1.  The data may be 
compared with those obtained by the conventional IPES. [64]  The difference in the 
onset energies (and electron affinities) between the present and previous IPES is mainly 
caused by the sample damage rather than the energy resolution.  The experimentally 
obtained spectral line shape is the convolution of the true spectrum with the apparatus 
function.  The effect of the energy resolution on the electron affinity of organic material 
is limited to less than 0.1 eV when the energy resolution is 0.4-0.5 eV. [6, 16]  The 
sample damage due to the electron bombardment varies one or two orders of magnitude 
depending on the sample molecules, which is extensively discussed in relation with 
transmission electron microscopy.[56] 
 
The uncertainties in Table 1 are statistically calculated from the data taken at different 
photon energies.  In addition to statistical error of a particular sample, the electron 
affinities of organic films as well as the ionization energies generally vary from sample 
to sample by about ±0.1 eV.  This is exemplified by the difference of 3.76 eV [62] and 

3.84 eV [61] in the PC61BM data of as-prepared films.  The electron affinity depends on 
the structure of film.  For example, the electron affinity of PC61BM film decreases by 
0.1-0.2 eV when the crystallinity of the film increases.[62]  Further, the energy levels of 
the crystalline organic films depend on the molecular orientation.[4]  This is clearly 
demonstrated by the difference in electron affinities of pentacene, 2.35 eV for the 
standing orientation, 2.70 eV for the disordered film and 3.14 eV for the lying 
orientation.  The orientation dependent electron affinities of perfluoropentacene, 

picene, -sexithiophene (6T) will be reported elsewhere [60, 65]. 
 
TCTA, CBP, Ir(ppy)3, BCP, and Alq3 are standard materials for organic light-emitting 
diodes (OLEDs) whose electron affinities were observed in the range between 1.6 and 
2.1 eV.  The frequently referred values for the electron affinities were determined from 
the optical gaps and the ionization energies to be 2.4 eV[66] (TCTA), 3.0 eV[67] (CBP), 
3.0 eV[67] (Ir(ppy)3), 3.2 eV[67] (BCP) and 3.3 eV[67] (Alq3).  These values are by about 
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1 eV larger than that determined by LEIPS.  A modern OLED consists of multilayers 
and the energy level alignment between the layers are crucial to increase the efficiency 
and decrease the operation voltage.  Such large discrepancies in the electron affinities 
urge reconsideration of the energy level alignment of unoccupied states and electron 
injection barriers in OLED. 
 
Organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) consist of the electron donor and acceptor, and the 
charge generation takes place at the interface of the two layers.  Fullerene and its 
derivatives, C60, C70, PC61BM, bis-PCBM, and ICBA are frequently used for the electron 
accepting layer.   The precise value of electron affinity for the acceptor material is 
important to the operation of OPV.  For example, the open circuit voltage Voc of OPV is 
connected with the difference between the ionization energy of donor Id and the electron 
affinity of acceptor Aa.  In OPV studies, the Id and Aa values are often derived from the 
oxidation and reduction potentials measured in solution using cyclic voltammetry (CV), 
respectively.  Based on the CV data, the following relation is proposed and widely 
accepted,  

Voc = Id – Aa – , 
where  is constant ranging between 0.3 and 0.5 eV [68].  However, we found that  
depends linearly on the difference (Id – Aa) when the Id and Aa values are determined for 
the solid samples (films) using UPS and LEIPS, respectively [61]. 
 
We also found that the Id and Aa values determined by CV sometimes fails to explain the 
performance of OPV while those by UPS and LEIPS can [69].  These examples clearly 
demonstrate that the precisely determined electron affinity in the film, representing the 
electron transport level in the actual device, is necessary for detailed analysis of the 
device performance. 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 1: The compiled electron affinities of typical organic semiconductors.  The 
uncertainties are calculated statistically (see text).  The thicknesses are given for the 
vacuum deposited films while the concentrations and solvents are indicated in the 
parentheses for the spin-coated films.  For substrates, ITO has device-grade flatness 
while ITO/SiO2 is 10 or 20 nm-thick indium tin-oxide layer formed on a quartz glass 
plate [25] and may have higher roughness than ITO. SiO2 is a silicon wafer covered 
with a native oxide layer while HOPG stands for highly oriented pyrolytic graphite. 
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material electron affinity / eV thickness / nm substrate reference note 

TCTA 1.59 ± 0.09 5 ITO [58]  

CBP 1.75 ± 0.05 5 ITO [58]  

Liq 1.85 ± 0.06 5 ITO [58]  

Ir(ppy)3 1.86 ± 0.05 5 ITO [58]  

BCP 1.89 ± 0.04 5, 25 ITO [58]  

Alq3 2.06 ± 0.03 5 ITO [58]  

pentacene 2.35 ± 0.02 5, 10 SiO2 [60] 
standing 

orientation 

pentacene 2.70 ± 0.03 10 ITO/SiO2 [59] disordered 

4CzIPN 2.81 ± 0.05 5 ITO [58]  

CuPc 3.09 ± 0.05 10, 20 ITO/SiO2 [25] 

half of the 

bandpass width is 

subtracted in the 

value in Ref [25]. 

pentacene 3.14 ± 0.02 5, 10 HOPG [60] 
lying 

orientation 

ICBA 3.48 ± 0.03 
(0.2-0.4% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO/SiO2 [61]  

bis-PCBM 3.59 ± 0.04 
(0.2-0.4% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO/SiO2 [61]  

PC61BM 3.64 ± 0.01 
(0.3% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO [62] 

annealed at 

150oC 

PC61BM 3.76 ± 0.02 
(0.3% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO [62] as-prepared 

PC61BM 3.84 ± 0.04 
(0.4-0.5% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO/SiO2 [61] as-prepared 

PC71BM 3.81 ± 0.06 
(0.5% 

chlorobenzene) 
ITO/SiO2 [61]  

P(NDI2OD-T2) 3.79 ± 0.05 
5, 20 nm (0.2% 

chloroform) 
ITO [63]  

C60 3.98 ± 0.06 10, 15 ITO/SiO2 [61]  

C70 4.00 ± 0.04 10, 15 ITO/SiO2 [61]  

PDI-CN2 4.09 ± 0.04 
5, 20 nm (0.2% 

chloroform) 
ITO [63]  

PTCDA 4.11 ± 0.01 15 ITO/SiO2 this paper 
lying 

orientation 
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4.2 Determining the contribution of electronic polarization energy 
 
The electronic states of organic semiconductors are affected by many factors such as 
electronic polarization energy [70], surface dipole[71, 72], molecular orientation[4], 
doping level [73], and bandwidth (intermolecular interaction)[3].  It was normally 
difficult to distinguish contributions of these effects. We have demonstrated that precise 
values of both ionization energy and electron affinity allow us to identify the origin of 
energy level changes associated with the crystallization of PCBM film [74].  
 
PCBM films are usually prepared by spin coating.  The as-prepared film is amorphous 
and crystallized when the film is annealed at 150oC for 5 min.  We precisely determined 
the ionization energies, electron affinities, and C1s core levels using ultraviolet 
photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), LEIPS, and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), 
respectively.  The results are schematically shown in Figure 9. 
 
The electronic polarization is energy to stabilize a localized charge carrier by the 
electronic polarization of surrounding neutral molecules.  Thus, roughly speaking, the 
increase of the polarization energy results in decrease of ionization energy and increase 
of electron affinity, i.e. narrowing the bandgap.  Similarly, the increase of 
intermolecular interaction narrows the bandgap though it does not affect the core levels.  
On the other hand, the surface dipole and doping level make rigid shift of occupied and 
unoccupied states, i.e. increase (or decrease) of both the ionization energy and electron 
affinity without changing the bandgap. Though the origin of the molecular orientation 
dependence has not yet been clarified, the orientation dependence also makes the rigid 
shift. [60, 75] 
 
Based on this idea, the difference of the energy levels between the amorphous and 
crystalline film of PCBM shown in Figure 9 can be viewed as a superposition of 
narrowing of band gaps by 0.09 eV and upward rigid shift by 0.17 eV.  Since the C1s 
core level and ionization energy changes in the same magnitude, the change of the 
intermolecular interaction is small. The origin of the band gap narrowing should be 
attributed to the increase of the electronic polarization energy upon the crystallization.  
The rigid shift may originate from the dipole layer due to the reorientation of the PCBM 
molecule or de-doping of oxygen included during the film preparation. 
 
In order to further confirm the effect of the electronic polarization, we have examined 
the thickness and density of the sample films using X-ray reflection technique.  The 
X-ray reflection patterns (not shown) show clear oscillation from which we determined 
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that the thickness decreased by (2.54 ± 0.60)% and the density increased by (2.58 ± 
1.5)% upon the crystallization of the PCBM film.  The number density of molecule N 
and electronic polarization energy P are connected by a simple model accounting for the 

average molecular polarizability ,  
P = 8.25 e2 N 4/3 

where e is the charge of electron [70].  Associated with the increase of film density by 
2.58%, this equation gives 4% increase in the polarization energy corresponding to the 
increase of 0.05 eV in each of the ionization energy and electron affinity.  The resultant 
decrease of the bandgap by 0.1 eV is in a good agreement with the above experimental 
value meaning that the origin of the bandgap narrowing is certainly caused by the 
increase of electronic polarization energy associated with the densification of the film. 
Note that origins of such energy level changes are often discussed in terms of an effect 
somehow arbitrary chosen from polarization energy, intermolecular interaction or 
doping without sufficient experimental evidence.   
 
Precise value of electron affinity determined by LEIPS gives a clue to identify the origin 
that contributes to the energy levels of organic semiconductors.  This idea is extended 
to elucidate the origin of the orientation dependence of ionization energy and electron 
affinity of organic molecular films. [60] 
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5. Summary 
We presented low-energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy (LEIPS), a new 
experimental method to examine the unoccupied state of organic semiconductor.  
Unlike the VUV-IPES, the damage to organic samples are negligible, and the energy 
resolution is 0.25 eV, so it becomes possible to examine the unoccupied states of organic 
materials with the same precision as PES for the ionization energy.  Further, building 
the apparatus is easier than VUV-IPES because the photon analysis can be carried out 
in air taking advantage of the commercially available devices. The LEIPS will be widely 
used as a standard analytical method for organic electronics. 
 
 

vacuum level
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LUMO

I = 5.95
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5.74
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bandgap
‐0.09
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C1s
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Figure 9: Energy level diagram of PCBM films comparing the as-cast and annealed 
samples. [62]  All energies are in eV.  The reference of vacuum level is the Fermi 
level.  The energies of edges of HOMO and LUMO levels with respect to the vacuum 
level are ionization energy I and electron affinity A, respectively. 
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Highlights 
 
 Principle of low energy inverse photoemission spectroscopy is described. 
 Instruments including electron sources and photon detectors are shown. 
 Recent results about organic devices and fundamental studies are reviewed. 
 Electron affinities of typical organic semiconductors are compiled. 


